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Go for gold in your bathroom with JEE-O
JEE-O makes its most extensive bathroom collection, the slimline series, complete with a

matte golden finish. With the addition of this gold finish, the subtle and minimalist design of

this series enables endless combinations. From March 2021, the slimline series is available from

our exclusive dealers.

 

Gold in your hands

You literally have gold in your hands with this special fourth edition. The beautiful taps in this

matte golden finish, give the bathroom a luxurious and timeless look. They form the perfect

combination with marble and white, whilst also complementing natural tones and black

beautifully. This makes it really easy to achieve the bathroom of your dreams. 

Series complete

This latest addition completes the slimline series. The series is now available in four different

finishes: brushed, structured black, bronze and matte gold. 
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ABOUT JEE-O

JEE-O Unique Bathrooms weds beautiful design to functionality in bathroom concepts. Extending beyond the
bathroom, the designs by JEE-O also fit beautifully in the rest of the house, including the kitchen or sauna, by
the swimming pool or on the beach. JEE-O has a minimalistic, innovative style with a cosmopolitan character.
Bold and distinctive, yet refined: JEE-O creates concepts providing sufficient space for body and mind, always
seeking an atmosphere of functional luxury.

2004 marks the birth of JEE-O, a creative concept by Lammert Moerman. The brand has grown immensely
since that time; its selection of separate showers and baths, mixers and wash basins is currently available all
across the globe. The JEE-O soho 01 shower won a Red Dot award and a German Design Award.

JEE-O we energise you

The colour matte gold is a warm hue emanating lots of energy. Increasingly, the bathroom is

becoming a haven of relaxation. A place to enjoy and to recharge. To acquire energy and

inspiration for a new day. Using the colour gold in the bathroom lets you create a rich and

playful effect. Gold represents the highest that’s achievable. And that’s what JEE-O represents,

in both the quality and the durability of its products. JEE-O we energise you!

Design your own bathroom 

The open design of the slimline series gives you a great deal of freedom to design your own

bathroom. Lammert Moerman, creative director and founder of JEE-O, feels the collection is

ideal for any bathroom: “It is a subtle and minimalist design and as such fits well into any

bathroom. You can combine it with rugged and robust items, as well as with subtle accessories.”

With the addition of the gold finish to this series, Lammert wants to give people even more

(combination) options to create their own complete designer bathroom.
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For more information about JEE-O or its products, please contact romy.martens@jee-o.com

or call: +31 (0)85-043 58 20.

Download HR image material of the JEE-O the mediakit.
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